
Nirvan Kalyanak
Chaitra Vad Ekam

On this day, Jains try & do at least one ‘mala’ reciting:

 “Om Hrim  Shri Kunthunath  Parangatay Namah”

Kunthunath bhagwan

"Immortality lies not in the things you leave behind, 
But in the people your life has touched"

"Leadership is practiced not so much in words
 as in attitude and in actions"

In dwelling, live close to the ground.  In thinking, keep to the
simple.  In conflict, be fair and generous.   In governing, don't
try to control.  In work, do what you enjoy.  In family life, be

completely present.   ....  Tao Te Ching

What you desire for yourself, desire for others too ;
 What you do not desire for yourself, 

do not desire for others too.
 Always put yourself in other’s shoes. 
If you feel that it hurts you, no doubt, 

it probably hurts the other person.
.... This is the essence of Jainism

Sarva mangal mänglyam, sarva kaläyan kärnam 
 Pradhänam sarva dharmänäm, Jainam Jayati Shäsanam
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Kunthunath Bhagwan is the seventeenth Tirthankara in the
current time cycle. He was born in the city of Hastinapur and his
parents were King Sursen and Queen Shri Devi.  His symbol
(Lanchan) is Goat and symbolic colour is Gold.

After succeeding his father as King, the disc shaped jewel – cakra
– appeared in his armoury, which enabled him to conquer all
regions and thus became a Chakravarti – universal emperor. He is
the sixth Chakravarti of this time cycle. 

Time passed by and King Kunthunath began to get restless. In his
meditations, he witnessed his past lives and realised the reason for
his birth and the purpose and goal of his life. He renounced his
throne, kingdom, fame, fortune and everything else and took
Diksha to become an ascetic. 

Jain tradition states that he was in his youth for 23750 years, and
as King for 23750 years and as Chakravarti for 23750 years and 
become an ascetic at the age of 71250 years.

After 16 years as an ascetic, Kunthunath attained Kevaljnana
under a Tilak tree in Sahasramara jungle. He had 35 Gandharas,
and his first sermon – Deshna was on inner purity/ Mann Shudhi

Kunthunath Bhagwan attained nirvana at Samet Shikhar. 
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Chaitra Vad Ekam

KUNTUNATH BHAGWAN  Lifespan: 95000 years
 Height: 35 Bows

 Chief Ghandara: Svayambhu
 Sangh: 

Sadhus: 60000 
 Sadhvis: 60600   Led by Bandhuvati or Damini

 Laymen: 100920 |  Laywomen: 381000

 Yaksha: Gandharva  |   Yakshini: Bala

BY KISHOR B SHAH



Anandghan was a 17th-centuryJain monk,
mystical poet and hymnist. Though very little is
known about his life, his collection of hymns
about philosophy, devotion and spirituality in
vernacular languages, close to Gujarati,
Rajasthani and Hindi are popular and still sung
in Jain temples.  This stavan & explanation is on
inner purity/ Mann Shudhi


